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The new Swiss Law on Research with Human Participants 
  

Challenges for Health Services Research in 
Primary Care 



Example 1: A multi-national survey of self-
reported physician bedside rationing. 
 
Example 2: A local interview study of 
physicians’ understanding of equity and 
fairness in allocation decisions. 





« Personal » »? 

«  associated with health »? 



















Example 1: A multi-national survey of self-reported physician bedside 
rationing. 
 
•  « Personal » data?      Yes 
 
•  Data « associated with health »?    No 
 
•  A « clinical trial »?      No 
 
•  Previous informed consent for the reuse of data?   Not relevant 

•  Ethics committee review?     Exemption (?) 

•  What if the ethics committee won’t see my protocol?  Exemption 

•  What will it cost (my budget is usually low…)?   ? 



Example 2: A local interview study of physicians’ understanding of equity 
and fairness in allocation decisions. 
 
•  « Personal » data?      Yes 
 
•  Data « associated with health »?    No 
 
•  A « clinical trial »?      No 
 
•  Previous informed consent for the reuse of data?   Not relevant 

•  Ethics committee review?     Reviewed (?) 

•  What if the ethics committee won’t see my protocol?  Exemption 

•  What will it cost (my budget is usually low…)?   ? 



Data « associated with health » 
•  A fuzzy threshold 

•  A distinction different from research « which raises 
ethical issues » 

•  A shared problem in  
–  health services research,  
–  sociology of health and disease/illness,  
–  psychology,  
–  education sciences,  
–  etc… 



This could mean that we shall start to see rather quickly what 
protocols are associated with ‘clinical trials’… 

A « clinical trial »? 

…or not 



Previous consent for the reuse of data? 



Previous consent for the reuse of data? 



What will it cost? 

•  This may make the difference between 
feasibility and non-feasibility. 





In conclusion 
Points to remember 
 
•  Submitting a protocol to an REC is a constructive step, which helps 

to organize a project. 

•  Most studies regarding health sytems research in primary care will 
be low risk and will not pose serious problems in REC review. 

•  Delays will be shorter, and this is likely to help. 

•  When REC review is not provided, journals will still require it and 
projects may still raise ethical difficulties. We should ask for advice, 
exemption, or obtain review through other sources. 

•  Conflicts of interests must be appropriately managed. 



In conclusion 
Open questions 
•  Data « associated with health » is a fuzzy threshold: what will 

the scope of the law be in practice? 

•  What interventions, if any, will qualify a study as a clinical trial 
under the new Swiss law? 

•  How should we address requirements for consent for the 
reuse of data in health system research? 

•  Data « associated with health » is a fuzzy threshold. This is a 
problem affecting other areas of research as well. We should 
err on the side of obtaining third party review. 

•  What will charges amount to for simplified and for full review 
in publicly funded research? 


